Non-Hermitian higher-order topological superconductors in two-dimension: statics
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Being motivated by intriguing phenomena such as the breakdown of conventional bulk boundary
correspondence and emergence of skin modes in the context of non-Hermitian (NH) topological insulators, we here propose a NH second-order topological superconductor (SOTSC) model that hosts
Majorana zero modes (MZMs). Employing the non-Bloch form of NH Hamiltonian, we topologically characterize the above modes by biorthogonal nested polarization and resolve the apparent
breakdown of the bulk boundary correspondence. Unlike the Hermitian SOTSC, we notice that
the MZMs inhabit only one corner out of four in the two-dimensional NH SOTSC. We extend the
static MZMs into the realm of Floquet drive. We find anomalous π-mode following low-frequency
mass-kick in addition to the regular 0-mode that is usually engineered in a high-frequency regime.
We further characterize the regular 0-mode with biorthogonal Floquet nested polarization. Our
proposal is not limited to the d-wave superconductivity only and can be realized in the experiment
with strongly correlated optical lattice platforms.

Introduction.— In recent times, topological phases in
insulators and superconductors are extensively studied
theoretically [1–6] as well as experimentally [7, 8]. The
conventional bulk boundary correspondence (BBC) for
first-order topological phase is generalized for n(> 1)thorder topological insulator (TI) [9–20] and topological superconductor [21–40] in d ≥ 2 dimensions where there exist nc = (d − n)-dimensional boundary modes. The zerodimensional (0D) corner and one-dimensional (1D) hinge
modes are thus the hallmark signatures of higher-order
topological insulator (HOTI) and higher-order topological superconductor (HOTSC). The dynamic analog of
these phases are extensively studied for Floquet HOTI
(FHOTI) [41–58] and Floquet HOTSC (FHOTSC) [59–
65].
The realm of topological quantum matter is transcended from the Hermitian system to the non-Hermitian
(NH) system due to the practical realization of TI
phases in meta-materials [66–69] where energy conservation no longer holds [70, 71]. The NH description
has a wide range of applications, including systems with
source and drain [72, 73], in contact with the environment [74, 75], and involving quasiparticles of finite lifetime [76–78]. Apart from the complex eigenenergies and
non-orthogonal eigenstates, the NH Hamiltonians uncover a plethora of intriguing phenomena in TI [71, 79–
82] that do not have any Hermitian analog. For instance,
NH Hamiltonian becomes non-diagonalizable at exceptional points (EPs) where eigenstates, corresponding to
degenerate bands, coalesce [83, 84]; line and point are two
different types of gaps in these systems that can be adiabatically transformed into a Hermitian and NH systems,
respectively [80]; the conventional Bloch wave functions
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do not precisely indicate the topological phase transitions under the open-boundary conditions (OBCs) leading to the breakdown of the BBC [85–91]; consequently,
the non-Bloch-wave behavior results in the skin effect
where the bulk states accumulate at the boundary [85–
87], and the structure of topological invariants become
intricate [79, 92–94].
While much has been explored on the HOTI phases
in the context of NH systems [95–103], HOTSC counterpart, along with its dynamic signature, is yet to be
examined. Note that NH 1D nanowire with s-wave pairing and p-wave SC chain are studied for the Majorana
zero modes (MZMs) [104–109]. We, therefore, seek the
answers to the following questions that have not been addressed so far-(a) How does the BBC change in HOTSC
for the NH case as compared to the Hermitian case? (b)
Can one use the concept of biorthogonal nested-Wilsonloop to characterize the MZMs there similar to that for
HOT electronic modes [96]? (c) How can one engineer
the anomalous FHOTSC phase for the NH case?
Considering the NH TI in the proximity to a d-wave
superconductor, we illustrate the generation of the NH
second-order topological superconductor (SOTSC). The
breakdown of BBC is resolved with the non-Bloch nature of the NH Hamiltonian, where phase boundaries,
obtained under different boundary conditions, become
concurrent with each other (see Fig. 1). The SOTSC
phase is characterized by the non-Bloch nested polarization. We demonstrate the NH skin effect where MZMs
and bulk modes both display substantial corner localization (see Fig. 2). We further engineer the regular 0and anomalous π-mode employing the mass-drive in highand low-frequency regimes, respectively (see Figs. 4 and
5). We characterize the regular dynamic 0-mode by the
non-Bloch Floquet nested polarization.
Realization of NH SOTSC.— We contemplate the following Hamiltonian of the NH SOTSC, consisting of NH
TI HTI (k) and d-wave proximitized superconductivity
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[23, 63]


HTI (k) − µ
∆
H(k) =
,
∆∗
µ − H̃TI (−k)

(1)

∗
where, H̃TI (k) = UT−1 HTI
(k)UT . Here, HTI (k) =
(λx sin kx + iγx )σx sz + (λy sin ky + iγy )σy s0 + (m0 −
H
tx cos kx − ty cos ky )σz s0 = HTI
(k) + iγx σx sz + iγy σy s0 ,
that preserves ramified (time-reversal symmetry) TRS:
∗
UT HTI
(k)UT−1 = HTI (−k) and (particle-hole symme∗
try) PHS† : UC HTI
(k)UC−1 = −HTI (−k) with UT = σ0 sy
and UC = σx s0 , respectively [80]. The d-wave superconducting paring is given by ∆(k) = ∆(cos kx − cos ky );
whrereas γx and γy introduce non-hermiticity in the
†
Hamiltonian such that HTI (k) 6= HTI
(k). The hopping (spin-orbit coupling) amplitudes are given by tx,y
(λx,y ). Here, m0 and µ account for the crystal field splitting and chemical potential, respectively. Notice that,
H
H
H
HTI
(k) respects TRS: T HTI
(k)T −1 = HTI
(−k) and
H
H
PHS: CHTI
(k)C −1 = −HTI
(−k); with T = iUT K and
C = UC K. The Hamiltonian (1) thus takes the following
compact form H(k) = N · Γ; where, N = {λx sin kx +
iγx , λy sin ky + iγy , m0 − tx cos kx − ty cos ky , ∆(k)}, Γ =
{τz σx sz , τz σy s0 , τz σz s0 , τx σ0 s0 } with the Pauli matrices
τ , σ, and s act on PH (e, h), orbital (α, β), and spin
(↑, ↓) degrees of freedom, respectively. Note that, H(k)
obeys TRS and PHS† , generated by ŨT = τ0 σ0 sy and
ŨC = τy σ0 sy , respectively.
The Hermitian system HH (k) hosts zero-energy Majorana corner modes, protected by the TRS, in SOTSC
phase for m0 < |tx + ty | while trivially gapped for m0 >
|tx + ty | [23]. The NH system becomes defective at EPs
provided |E(kEP )| = 0 which is in a complete contrast to
the Hermitian system with E(k) = 0 at gapless point. A
close inspection of Eq. (1) suggests that four-fold degenerate energy bands
q = 0] for
q yield |E(0, 0)| = 0 [|E(π, π)|

m+,±
= tx +ty ±
0

γx2 + γy2 [m−,±
= −tx −ty ±
0

γx2 + γy2 ].

As a result, the gapless phase boundaries ms0 = s(tx + ty )
for the Hermitian case are modified
in the present NH
q
2 + γ 2 ; where, s = ±
case with ms,±
=
s(t
+
t
)
±
γ
x
y
x
y
0
(see black lines in Figs. 1 (a)-(c)). This refers to the
< m0 < m0±,+
fact that Re[E(k)] is gapless for m±,−
0
(see green-shaded region in Figs. 1 (a)-(c)). Furthermore,
H(k) is expected to be gapped in real sector of energy
, hosting NH SOTSC phase.
for m−,+
< m0 < m+,−
0
0
The above conjecture, based on periodic boundary condition (PBC), is drastically modified when the NH system (1) is investigated under OBC. We show |E|, Re[E]
and Im[E] under OBC with blue points in Figs. 1 (a),
(b), and (c), respectively. Surprisingly, the MZMs continue to survive inside the green-shaded region i.e., beyond m0 = m−,+
and m0 = m+,−
, till m0 <|m̃0 | =
0
0
2
2
2
tx +ty +γx /2λx +γy /2λ2y , depicted by the red line, where
the Re[E] becomes gapless. All together this suggests the
break-down of conventional BBC due to the non-Bloch
nature of the NH Hamiltonian [85, 89–91]. This apparent

FIG. 1. We show |E|, Re[E], and Im[E], obtained from real
space Hamiltonian under OBC in all directions using Eq. (1),
as a function of m0 in (a), (b), and (c), respectively. The
mid-gap MZMs disappear into the bulk bands at m0 = m̃0 =
±(tx + ty + γx2 /2λ2x + γy2 /2λ2y ), defined by the red lines. The
p
EPs ms,±
= s(tx + ty ) ± γx2 + γy2 with s = ± are marked
0
by black lines within which Re[E(k)] associated with H(k)
remains gapless as designated by green shaded region. (d) The
topological phase diagram is depicted in the m0 -γ plane using
νx
The yellow and green
nested polarization hνy,µ
0 i Eq. (7).
+,±
lines correspond to m0 and m̃0 , respectively while the later
νx
separates SOTSC phase hνy,µ
0 i = 0.5 from the trivial phase
νx
hνy,µ0 i = 0.0. The parameters used here are tx = ty = λx =
λy = ∆ = 1.0 and γx = γy = 0.4.

ambiguity in BBC affects the calculation of topological
invariants, which we investigate below.
Fig. 2 (a) demonstrates the complex-energy profile
Im[E] vs Re[E] of Hamiltonian (1) in real space for m0 <
|m̃0 |. We find the line gap for the NH system irrespective
of the boundary conditions as the complex-energy bands
do not cross a reference line in the complex-energy plane.
The origin, marked with red dot in Fig. 2 (a), indicates
the MZMs under OBC that are further shown the by the
eight mid-gap states in Re[E]-m (state index) plot (see
Fig. 2 (b)). Analyzing the local density of states (LDOS)
of the above MZMs, we find sharp localization only at
one corner out of the four corners [95] (see Fig. 2 (c)).
In addition, we remarkably find that the LDOS of the
bulk modes also exhibits substantial corner localization
as depicted in the insets of Fig. 2(c) [85–87]. The above
features, reflecting the non-Block nature of the system,
are referred to as the NH skin effect [85, 86]. This is
in contrast to the Hermitian case where only the zeroenergy modes can populate four corners of the 2D square
lattice [13, 42, 46].
Topological characterization.— To this end, in order
to compute the topological invariant from H(k) charac-
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topological) SOT system, the real part of first-order polarization exhibits a finite gap in spectra such that it can
be divided into two sectors as ±νx (ky0 ) where each sector
is two-fold degenerate. In order to characterize the SOT
phase, we calculate the polarization along the perpendicular y-direction by projecting onto each ±νx branch.
This allows us to employ the nested Wilson loop as follows [10, 65]
FIG. 2. (a) The eigenvalue spectrum for the real space 2D system Eq. (1), obeying PBC in both direction (black dots), PBC
in y and OBC in x-direction (green dots), and OBC in both
directions (blue dots) are depicted in complex energy plane.
The zero-energy mode, obtained from OBC, is marked by red
dots. (b) Re[Em ] as a function of the state index m is displayed where eight mid-gap MZMs are highlighted in the inset. (c) The LDOS, associated with eight MZMs in (b), show
sharp localization only at one corner. The LDOS for typical
bulk states are shown in insets I1 (for Em = −2.631839) and
I2 (for Em = −1.738466+0.130006i). We use m0 = 1.0, while
other parameters are same as Fig. 1.

terizing the SOTSC phase under OBC, we exploit the
non-Bloch nature. We need to use the complex wavevectors to describe open-boundary eigenstates such that
k → k0 + iβ with βi = γi /λi (i = x, y) [79]. Upon replac0
−iγx,y /λx,y , the renormalized topological
ing kx,y → kx,y
mass m00 acquires the following form in the limit kx,y → 0
and γx,y → 0
m00

γy2
γ2
= m0 − tx − ty − x2 − 2 .
2λx
2λy

(2)

Note that |m̃0 | = |m00 − m0 | denotes phase boundary of
the SOTSC phase as obtained from Fig. 1 (b). Employing
k0 → k0 in H(k) i.e., H(k) → H0 (k0 ), we construct the
Wilson loop operator as [10, 65]
Wx,k0 = Fx,k0 +(Lx −1)∆x ex (t) · · · Fx,k0 +∆x ex Fx,k0

(3)

from the non-Bloch
H0 (k0 ) [110,

NH Hamiltonian
L
0
0
111]. We define Fx,k0 mn = hΨm (k + ∆x ex )|ΨR
n (k )i,
0
L
0
where |ΨR
m (k )i (hΨm (k )|) represents the occupied right
(left) eigenvectors of the Hamiltonian H0 (k0 ) such that
0
Re[Em
(k0 )] < 0; ∆i = 2π/Li , with Li being the the number of discrete points considered along i-th direction and
ei being the unit vector along the said direction. Notice
that,
the bi-orthogonalization guarantees the following
P
R 0
L 0
L 0
R 0
n |Ψn (k )i hΨn (k )| = I and hΨn (k )|Ψn (k )i = δmn ;
where, n runs over all the energy levels irrespective of
their occupations. The first-order polarization νx,µ (ky0 )
is obtained from the eigenvalue equation for Wx,k0 as follows
0

R
R
(k0 )i = e−2πiνx,µ (ky ) |νx,µ
(k0 )i .
Wx,k0 |νx,µ

(4)

Note that unlike the Hermitian case, here Wx,k0 is no
longer unitary resulting in νx,µ (ky0 ) to be a complex numR
L
ber [96]. Importantly, |νx,µ
(k0 )i (hνx,µ
(k0 )|) designates
bi-orthogonalized right (left) eigenvector of Wx,k0 associated with µ = 1, · · · , 4-th eigenvalue. For a (second-order

±νx
±νx
±νx
Wy,k
· · · Fy,k
F ±νx .
0 = F
0
y,k0 +(Ly −1)∆y ey
+∆y ey y,k0

(5)

h
i
∗ 

P  L
±νx
Here, Fy,k
(k0 + ∆y ey ) m Fy,k0 mn
= mn νx,µ
0
1
µ
µ
1 2 
 R


0
νx,µ2 (k0 ) n with Fy,k0 mn = hΨLm (k0 + ∆y ey )|ΨR
n (k )i.
The indices µ1,2 ∈ ±νx run over the projected eigenvec±νx
tors of Wx,k0 only. We evaluate Wy,k
0 for a given value
0
of kx that is the base point while calculating Wx,k0 (3).
±νx 0
The nested polarization νy,µ
0 (kx ) can be extracted by
±νx
solving the eigenvalue equation for Wy,k
0
R,±νx
±νx
Wy,k
(k0 )i = e
0 |νy,µ0

±νx
0
−2πiνy,µ
0 (kx )

R,±νx
(k0 )i . (6)
|νy,µ
0

±νx
The average nested Wannier sector polarization hνy,µ
0 i
0
for the µ -th branch, characterizing the 2D SOTSC, is
given by
±νx
hνy,µ
0 i =

i
h
1 X
±νx 0
.
Re νy,µ
0 (kx )
Lx 0

(7)

kx

We explore the SOT phase diagram by investigating
±νx
mod(hνy,µ
0 i, 1.0) in the m0 -γ (γx = γy = γ) plane keeping tx = ty = λx = λy = 1 (see Fig. 1(d)). The blue
(brown) region indicates the SOTSC and trivial phase.
The green line in Fig. 1 (d), separating the above two
phases, represents the phase boundary m̃0 = 2 + γ 2 as
demonstrated in Eq. (2). On the other hand, the phase
boundaries, obtained from
√ bulk Hamiltonian (1), are
found to be m0+,± = 2 ± 2γ that are depicted by yellow
lines in Fig. 1 (d). Therefore, the topological invariant,
computed using the non-Bloch Hamiltonian H0 (k0 ), can
accurately predict the MZMs as obtained from the real
space Hamiltonian under OBC (see Fig. 1 (c)). This correspondence for very higher values of γ no longer remains
appropriate due to the possible break down of Eq. (2).
s-wave NH SOTSC.— The above discussions of NH
HOTSC is not limited to the d-wave superconductivity and can be contempleted for s-wave superconductivity with pairing amplitude ∆s as follows [28, 62]
H(k) = N · Γ; where, N = {λx sin kx + iγx , λy sin ky +
iγy , m0 − tx cos kx − ty cos ky , ∆s , Λ(cos kx − cos ky )},
Γ = {τz σx sz , τz σy s0 , τz σz s0 , τx σ0 s0 , τ0 σx sx }. The last
term proportional to Λ represents C4 symmetry breaking
Wilson-Dirac mass term. We depict the corresponding
complex-energy bands in complex energy plane, eigenvalue spectra highlighting the mid-gap states, and the
LDOS associated to the MZMs and bulk modes in Fig. 3
(a), (b), and (c), respectively. The NH SOTSC phase
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FIG. 3. We repeat Fig. 2 for s-wave pairing case with ∆s =
0.4 and Λ = 1.0. We choose Em = −2.666466 and Em =
−1.713832 + 0.038500i for insets I1 and I2 in (c), respectively.
All the remaining parameters are same as Fig. 1.

with ∆s can also be obtained using in-plane magnetic
field instead of C4 symmetry breaking [30, 62]. The topological characterization of these phases we leave for future
studies.
Floquet generation of NH SOTSC.— Having studied
the static NH SOTSC, we seek the answer to engineer
dynamic NH SOTSC out of trivial phase by periodically
kicking the on-site mass term of the Hamiltonian H(k)
(Eq. (1)) as [56, 63]
∞
X

m(t) = m1

δ (t − rT ) .

(8)

r=−∞

Here, m1 and T represent the strength of the drive and
the time-period, respectively. The Floquet operator is
formulated to be
" Z
#
T
U (k, T ) = TO exp −i
dt {H(k) + m(t)Γ3 }
0

= exp [−iH(k)T ] exp [−im1 Γ1 ] ,

(9)

where TOq
denotes the time ordering. Notice that m0 >
|tx + ty + γx2 + γy2 | such that the underlying static NH
Hamiltonian H(k) remains in the trivially gapped phase.
Having constructed the Floquet operator U (k, T ), we resort to OBCs and diagonalize the Floquet operator to
obtain the quasi-energy spectrum for the system. We depict the real part of the quasi-energy µm as function of
the state index m in Fig. 4 (a) where frequency of the
drive is higher than the band-width of the system. The
existence of eight MZMs is a signature of the NH Floquet SOTSC phase. The LDOS for the MZMs displays
substantial localization only at one corner in Fig. 4(b).
Insets show the NH skin effect where the bulk modes at
finite energy also have a fair amount of corner localization.
In order to topologically characterize the above MZMs,
we again make use of the non-Bloch form. Instead of the
static Hamiltonian, we derive the high-frequency effective
Floquet Hamiltonian, in the limit T → 0 and m1 → 0 to
analyze the situation
HFlq (k) ≈ H(k) +

4
X
m1
Γ1 + m1
Nj Γj1 ,
T
j=2

(10)

FIG. 4. (a) The real part of the quasi-energy spectrum Em ,
obtained from Eq. (9) under OBC, are shown with eight Floquet Majorana 0-modes in the inset. (b) The LDOS, associated with eight MZMs in (a), exhibits substantial localization
only at one corner similar to Fig. 2 (c). The LDOS for typical bulk modes with Em = −0.697702π and −0.453177π are
demonstrated in insets I1 and I2. (c) The topological phase
diagram is depicted in the m1 -γ plane where the Floquet
SOTSC phase is characterized by the average Floquet nested
F,νx
Wannier sector polarization hνy,µ
0 i = 0.5 (blue region). The
phase boundary, marked by green line, is consistent with
Eq. (11). We consider m0 = 2.5, m1 = −0.4, Ω = 10.0 such
that we start from the trivial phase deep inside the brown
region in Fig. 1 (c).

with Γ21 = −σy sz , Γ31 = σx , Γ41 = −τy σz . Upon substi0
tution of k → k0 +iβ, the modified mass term in HFlq
(k0 )
reads as
m00 = m0 − tx − ty −

γy2
m1
γx2
−
+
.
2λ2x
2λ2y
T

(11)

Evaluating the effective Floquet nested Wannier sector
F,±νx
polarization hνy,µ
i numerically from non-Bloch Flo0
0 0
quet operator U (k , T ) [47, 65], we obtain the Floquet
phase diagram in m1 -γ plane as shown in Fig. 4 (c).
The non-Bloch Floquet operator can be considered as
the dynamic analog of the non-Bloch NH Hamiltonian
0
H 0 (k0 ). In particular, we use bi-orthogonalized |ΨR
F (k )i
0
L
(hΨF (k )|), representing the occupied right (left) quasistates of U 0 (k0 , T ) with quasi-energy −π/T < Re[µ] < 0,
F
to construct the Wilson loops Wx,k
0 for the driven case.
Following identical line of arguments, presented
h
i for the
F,±νx
F,±νx
static case, Wy,k0
is obtained from Fy,k0
=
µ µ
∗ h F i
 F,R 0  1 2
P  F,L 0
νx,µ2 (k ) n with
mn νx,µ1 (k + ∆y ey ) m Fy,k0
mn
i
h
F
0
F,R 0
Fy,k
= hΨLFm (k0 + ∆y ey )|ΨR
0
Fn (k )i and |νx,µ (k )i
mn

F,L 0
(hνx,µ
(k )|) designates bi-orthogonalized right (left)
F
eigenvector of Wx,k
0 . Interestingly, this is similar to the
static phase diagram where the phase boundary is accurately explained by Eq. (11).
We further analyze the problem for lower frequency regime to look for anomalous Floquet modes at
quasienergy Re[µ] = ±π [56, 65]. We depict one such
scenario for Ω = 2π/T = 5.0 in Fig. 5 (a) where eight
anomalous π-modes appear simultaneously with regular
eight 0-modes. The corresponding LDOS for 0-mode and
π-mode are shown in Fig. 5(b) and (c), respectively. Interestingly, the 0-mode and the π-mode populate different corners of the system. As a signature of NH skin
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effect, we show the LDOS for two bulk states in the inset I1 and I2 of Fig. 5(b). The localization profile of the
zero-energy states and bulk states are unique to the NH
system that we leave here for further future studies.
Discussions.— It has been shown for NH HOTI phases
that zero modes, localized on a single corner, are protected by the mirror-rotation and sub-lattice symmetries
[95]. The above symmetries play crucial role for the single corner localization of MZMs in our case. The nonBloch version of nested bulk polarization is relied on the
mirror symmetry of the underlying Hermitian Hamiltonian [65]. The number of MZMs can be tuned in our
case by the application of magnetic field similar to the
Hermitian SOTSC phase [63]. Interestingly, Hermitian
and non-Hermitian phases belong to the Dirac and nonHermitian Dirac universality classes [112, 113]. In the
case of HOT phases, one expects different critical exponents with respect to the usual Dirac model. The breakdown of BBC and skin effect are intimately related to
such non-Hermitian Dirac universality class. The edge
theory, computed from Hermitian HOT model, is modified due to the non-Hermiticity with the possible non-

Bloch form. Coming to experimental relevance, we believe that the optical lattice can be considered to be an
experimentally viable platform to execute the theoretical
proposals on NH systems [73, 114, 115].
Summary and conclusions.— In this article, we consider 2D NH TI, proximized with d-wave superconductivity, to investigate the emergence of NH SOTSC phase.
From the analysis of EPs on the bulk NH Hamiltonian
under PBC, one can estimate the gapped and gapless
phase in terms of the real energies (see Fig. 1). By contrast, the MZMs, obtained from the real space NH Hamiltonian under OBC, do not immediately vanish inside the
bulk gapless region (see Fig. 2). This apparent breakdown of the BBC can be explained by the non-Bloch
nature of the NH Hamiltonian that further results in the
MZMs residing at only one corner while the bulk modes
populate the boundaries. While the later is dubbed as
NH skin effect. We propose the nested polarization for
topologically characterize the MZMs upon exploiting the
non-Bloch form of the complex wave vectors. This resolves the anomaly between the phase boundaries, obtained from OBC and PBC, in the topological phase diagram. Finally, we adopt a mass-kick drive to illustrate
the Floquet generation of NH SOTSC out of the trivial
phase and characterize it using non-Bloch Floquet nested
Wannier sector polarization (see Fig. 4). In addition,
we demonstrate the emergence of anomalous π-mode following such drive when the frequency is lowered (see
Fig. 5). However, the characterization of these anomalous π-modes is beyond the scope of the present study
that we leave for future studies [47, 65]. The disorder
analog of NH HOT phases can also be further explored
in future.
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